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Dynamic Analysis of Foundations
for Heavy Duty Diesel Engines
N. S. V. Kameswara Rao
Professor of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India

SYNOPSIS
Coupled motion an!llysis of J.Iachine~Foundation~Soil systems subjected to periodic dynamic
f<"'rces and m<"'ments which are of general n::-tture (both in ampli tud.es and periods) has been carried out
usin~ Fourier an~.ysis and numerical techni~ues.
Free vibration as well as forced vibration analysis
in all the cnupled and uncoupled modes of the system have been presented. The procedure is illust~
rated in the case of an eight cylinder heavy duty diesel engine generator assembly and results have
been graphically shown in terms of frequency ratios and maximum steady state responses in the all
the relevant modes of vibration.
1. INTRODUCTION

Foundations for machine assemblies can be dire~
ctly supported by soil medium if the soil is (a)
of medium to high strength (b) of low compressibility (c) is not mg_de up or reclaimed and
is a n:'\tural form:1tion. Otherwise such founda~
tions have to be supported by piles taken deeper
into the soil. Analysis of rigid machine~found~
ation assemblies subjected to periodic dynamic
loads and moments (each of a single period or a
combination of several periods) of general
nature (both amplitudes and periods can be very
general), directly supported on soil medium is
presented in this investigation. Equations of
motion of the Machine~Found8.tion-..Soil system
(MFS) and the response an'llysis have been dis~
cussed. Coupled and uncoupled motions of such
a system subjected to forces and moments of
general n"l.ture are considered for free and
forced vibration anqlysis. Dynamic responses of
f~"'undations for an eight cylinder heavy duty
diesel en.crine power generating set manufactured
by M/s. Kirlnskar Oil Engines Ltd., Pune, India
have been cnmruted and are p;raphically shown as
an illustration.
Xe, Ye,Ze}AXES ARE PARALLEL TO

2. GSN"ERJ\.L EQUATIONS OF MOTION

X y ,z
C, C C

multi-cylinder diesel engine with sign convention is shown in Fig.1. A typical assembly of
diesel generator set is shown in Fig. 2. A
rigid foundation block supporting a machine and
resting on a homogeneous, isotropic and linearly
elastic, semi~infinite soil medium is shown in
Fig. 3. Point A is the combined centre of
gravity (C.G.) of the machine and foundation
(assumed as a rigid body) and the reference coordinates x, y, z pass through A (Fig.3). Point
B with coordin.'l.tes xB, yB' zB is any point of
the system. The displacements of B can be
expressed in terms of the displacements of A,
the combined e.G., and rotations of the rigid
body as
A

X,Y,Z-AXES PASSING THROUGH
THE COMBINED CG OF
MACHINE AND FOUNDATION

Fig.1, Mul ti~Cylinder Diesel Ene:ine

( 1)

ty•

where u,v,w are displacements and +x'
are rotations along and about x,y,z-axes
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respectively.

OUTPUT END
C.G· OF ENGINE

The soil reaction can be resolved in general
into six com)onents actinr: at thA centre of
contact area (i.e.) three forces Px, PY' Pz and
three moments ~~, Mj• Mz. Takin~ B, as the
centre of contact area\ these can be expressed
as (Karneswara Rao(1977J).
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where

't' is the time variable, and cxx' cyy' kxx'
Iyy etc. ;uoe tr1P. d~vnpin,'; conr;tants and snring
constants of the equivalent single degree of
freedom analogues and are given by Kameswara
Rao (1977), Richart et al. (1970). The unbalanced forces and moments from the machine (or
from the various units of the machine assemhl:v)
can be redt1Ced intn gf'nera.1ised fnrces <mo.
moments acting of the comhined centre of gravit~
A, of the machine-fQ.und~tion system, consisting
of three forces Px, Py, P z anc1~ t:b.ree moments
Mx, ~· Mz along and abc,ut the respective coordinate axes. From dynamic equilibrium nf the
rigid body, using equations (1) and (2), the
generRl eqn~\tions of motion of the machinefounda.tion-soil system eRn be vrri tten in all the
six modes of vjbriltion (Kameswara Rao (1977)).
All these six equr1tionn c;1.n be seen to be
linear ancl coupled and uniquely determine the
responses uA' v A' wA' '-¥ x' ~y' '-¥z. '!Thile
solutions of these six coupled eouations can be
attem1Jtec\ using the analysis presented in tr.is
investigation, these can be sinwlified considerably b.V a. proper choice of tr_e foundation
dirnem1 ions. For example, if the foundation
block dimerwiom1 a• e cl:osen such that tl:;e centr'e
of contact area, B, lies on the vertic:_~l line
passin,<~ throuc:h A, the combjnen IJ.G., thus
makin•' X-g = O, YB = O, these eq_uR.tions of motion
c;et simplified as.
2
d wA

m ~
2
d uA

Fie. 3. M:achine-Found3.tion...Soil System
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frequency in the case of frequency dependent dynamic load such as F(t)=
2
m e c.} sinQt) = CJn 1-2~
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Frequency ratios:

w
rn = G)n
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where C.-\J = operatint: frequency of the dynamic
load F(t).
z = dynamic displace:":ent of the body
= zp sin( wt..¢), in the case of constant amplitude dynamic load
zpr sin (w t..¢); in the case of
frequency dependent dyncunic load.
Fo
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=
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in which M'P and Mpr are called magnification
factors.

Some solutions of the classical sinele degree
of freedom system (SnF)(Kameswara Rao (1977)
Tse et al.(1963)) which are relevent to the
analysis of equations (3) are presented below.
The equation of motion of SDF can be written in
the usual notation as,

KZ = F(t)

= VJ.Ym ;

resonent frequency in the case of constant
= amplitude
dynamicflor•,d (such as F(t) =
F o sinc»t)

DEGREE OF FREEOOM SYSTEM

Z+

K iii;

c.:Jd = dcunped natural frequency = wn

3. Sm!E SOT,TJ'l'IONS "'OR RSSJ>ONSES OF SIHGLB

C

~

2

damping

"'dr'

It c ~m be seen frnm equations (3), that equations
"f mntion for translati0n al 0 ng z-axis (vertical
din•ctinn) and rotation about z--:.xi::J are conpletely uncoupled (e<LURtions (3a) and (3f)). Accordin;o;ly wA and 'f z can be inc1epenclently solved
frnm the ~overnine equations (3a) and (3f)
respectively. Further, equtti.ons (3b) and (3c)
i nvol vin~?. uA and '-" y are coupled. Simil:i.rly
equations (3d) and (3e) involving vAand +x
are also coupled. Hence the translation of
point A (combined e.G,) alone any ho:ri01ontal
axis (x or y-axis) is always associated with
r0t·.~tion ab0ut the horizontal axis perpenclicnlar
to the aYis of translE>.tion (i.e. y or x-axis)
and vice ve:rsa. These ctre called CNll>led slidine: anr1 rocking morles of motion. ~:hu:cl by making
xB = YB = 0 (i.e, makine the system symmetric
in the horizontal plR.ne), equations (3) are in a
c0nsiderably simplified form o.nc1 are well suited f'or easier analysis. This syrr~etry can be
easily prescribed by the desi~ner (even if xB
and (or) Y:s arc of the order of 5 per cent (or
less) of the corresponding dimensions of the
contact area, symr~etry <Jan be assumed (Barkan
(1962)).

Z+

= critical

d~x

(3)
the
z-coordinate
of
the
centre
of
is
in which zB
contact area wi tl1 refer·ence to coordinate axes
passinr: thrr·ugh combined e.G. (:h'ie;.3), m is the
total mass, I -Yx' I 'fy• I fz are the mass
moments of inertia ahnut x,y,z-axes respectively,
0f' thA machine-foundation system.

Iii

cc

~ = damping factor
on = unclcunped natural frequency

2
+(k'{;x+ ZB kyy) ~X -zB(cyy

I~z

~

where m, a, K,Z,F(t) are mass of the rigid
body, d8mping constant, spring constant displacement alone the direction of motion and
the dynamic load respPctively. Dots denote
derivatives with respect to time t. Solutions
of equation (4) for various cases are readily
available in any of the standard books (Tse
et al. (1963)), but only some relevant solutions 2.re revievred below.

(4)

Periodic dynamic load of general nature

Any dynamic load F(t) which is periodic with
period T: can be expressed in general as a sum
of several harmonic components (called harmonics) usine Fourier series (Tse et al.(1963)),

as
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F(t)
where

co
ao
- + !: (~ ens nwt + bn sin nwt) (6)
2
n=1
"{;;
2 -z:
2
f F(t) dt; ~= :C ./'F(t)cos nCJt ctt;
ao =

"E

bn

=

2
l::

0

0

f F(t)sin nwt

dt and

w =2it/r: (7)

0

a 0 , ~· bn are called Fourier coefficients. n
is referred to as the number of harmonic. If
F(t) is in the form of a function, integrations
in equc'l.tions(7) can be carried out either exact ..
ly or numerically as lonG as F(t) satisfies the
standard mathematical requirements. If the
load data is available at discrete time intervals, as is the case of many en:'ine assemblies
such as diesel engines, numerLoal integration
techniques have to be necessarily resorted to.
If once the load is thus converted into harmonic
components, as given by equation (6), the solut i0ns presented above for ha.rmonic loads can be
directly adopted and the steady state response
of SDF can be obtained usins the principle of
superposition as

4. RESPONSE ANATJYSIS OF MACHINE-FOUNDATION-SOIL
SYSTEM

Machine-Foundation block, being taken as rigid
will have six degrees of freedom three compo- '
nents of translation and three c~mponents of
rotation. The equations of motion in all these
six degrees of freedom are given by equations
( 3), solutions of which will yield the responses
at the combined e.G. of the machine-foundation
block. Then the responses at any other point
of the rigid body can be readily obtained from
equations (1). Solutions of equqtions (3) are
presented below.
(i) Vertical Translation {motion along z-axis)
The equation of motion is given by (3a), which
can be seen to be-in an uncoupled form similar
to that of SDF (eouation (4)). Hence all the
solutions presented in section 3 can be directly
used by r:placing m, C, K, z, F(t) by m, czz'
kzz' wA' Pz (given by manufacturer or can be
obtained from the en~ine data (Richart, et al.
(1970)). In particular, the frequency ratios
and the dynamic response wA' can be computed
from equati~ns. (5) and (8) respectively. (Pzis
usually per~od~c but of a general nature as in
the case of diesel engines (Appendix-I))
(ii) Rotation about the Vertical Axis (torsional
motion about z-axis)

If' summing up the series (equation (8)), care
must be taken not to ignore the important har ..
monies (not necessarily tl~e first few) which
may contribute significantly to the response.
This c'ln be ensured by summing up the series
beyond that "':il ue of n ( sav n = ns) for which
the denominator in equ:ttion (8) may be very
small or zero from which n 8 can be obtained as

"a =~;~~:~2r~. ~~2 r~) -tr~
2

n

(9)

The equ:ltion of motion is given by equation (3f)
which also can be seen to be in an uncoupled
form and is similar to that of S:DF (equatinn (4)).
Accordingly all the solutions presented in
section 3 can be directly used bv replacin~ ffi
C, K, Z, F(t) by m, c z' k y z' ''-\' z• Mz re~pect
ively. In particular, the frequency ratios and
dynamic response o/ z can be computed from
equations (5) and (8) respecti\rely. (Mz is
usually periodic but of a general nature as in
the case of diesel engines (APpendix -I)~.

+

(iii) Translation along x-axis coupled with
Rotation about y-axis (coupled slidinn:
(along_x--axis) and rocking (about y-axis)
motion)
AB mentioned in section 2, eqw'ttions (3b) and

If any of the quantities under sqw.'l.re root in
eqtn.ti~n (9) are negative, ns can be t.'lken as 1.
However, the summ~tion of the series (e~1ntion
( 8)) sh•·uld be carried cut beyond n = ns, untill the series converges as may be stipulated
by an appropriate convergence criterion.
If the dynamic load F(t) is of general n?. tu:r.·e
with two or more periods, the solution for each
period Cc'\U be obtained independently as explained abnve and the total solution can be obtained
by superposinG these solutions obtained independently for each period.

(3c) describe this coupled motion. This tvpe
of motion can occur either due to Px or MY' or
due to free vibrations. 'Px and
are usually
periodic but of general nature as in the case
of diesel engines (Appendix -I~.

E\r

Free vibr,ttion

a~alysis

(a) Undamped, Free Vib1·ations
Omitting damping terms and forcing functi0ns in
equations (3b) and (3c), and followin~ the undamped, free vibration anA-lysis of coupled
systems (Kameswara Rl:l.o (1980), Tse et al. (1963))
the undamped natural freq11encies cct.n be obtained as
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in which a 10 , a 1n' a 2n' b 10 , b 1 n' b 2n are the
Fourier coefficients wl:icb can be obte>.ined usinp
the Fourier anal.vsis knowing p X and
as de fin.::.
ed in equations (7). Solutions of eq1w.tions
(3b) and (3c) can be sought in the form

ry

+ / mkfy+'lScx(mz~+ItY)
2m I tY
The C·"rrespnn,1ing frequency ratios c.'ln be expressed as
-

rn 1 where
(b)

~

Q

,_,
/lA..;

•

n 1'

r

-

( 11 )

n2 -

is the operatins frequency.

Darnpe~,

Free Vibrations

Omitting the forcin~ functions Px and ~ in
equ3.tions ( 3b) and (3c) and following the
damped, free vibr3.tion analysis of coupled systems (Kameswara Rao (1980)), the characteristic
deterrnin:mt in terms of the parameter's' (from
which damped na.tural frequencies can be COL'lfJUted)
can be obtained as
2

ms + cxxS+ Jsa

w /wd1;

where W

B10
- + E (B 1n cos n wt + B2n sin nwt)
2
n=1
(15)
Substitutinr; equ<>.tions (15) in equati(·ns (3b)
and (3c) ana using the orthne;C>nctlity of harrn()nics, the coefficients A10 , A1 n' A2 n' n10 , B1 n•
B 2n can be obtained for all values of n eq_ual
to 1 to = from the following matrix equations
(Karneswara Rao (1980)).

I::"u :~ :~~"u1
-rnn

( 12)
Solving the resul tine; quartic equ::ttion in s,
damped nqtural frequencies exist only if the
four rnots of s 2.re complex conjugate with negative real pa,.t, thE> complex parts giving the
damped n'ltural frequencies c.) d 1 and 6) d 2 • If
they exist the corresponding frequency ratios
can be expressed as
rd2 = c.) /C.Ud2

n~t)

fy =

~(cxxs + lScx)

2
2
2
1-fys+(c -.py+zBcxx)s+k '\JY+z3

rd 1 =

A10
- + I: (A1n cos nwt + A2n sin
2
n=1

uA =

2

w

2

+ 1S::x

-ncvcxx

( 13)

-n w (c~y

is the operating frequency.

+z~

cxx)

Forced Vibration Analysis
Referrins to equations (3b) and (3c), solutions
are presented below taki.ng the forcing functions
px and My to be of general nature but of the
so.me pe~iod (this includes the case when either
Px or My mA.y be zero). Solutions for forcing
functions of general na.ture but of different
periods, can be obtained by repeatinr, tge analysis presented below (for the case when Px and
My are of the same period or frequen::!y)
for
each period and superposing all such solutions
to get the total solution •
Since the forcing functions are taken to be of
general nature but of the same period, r; (and
hence the same frequency C:0 = 2-rt/ c ) , Px and
can be e~ressed using Fourier series (Tse et
al.(1963)) as

My

pX =

00

a10
- + 1: (a 1 n cos nwt + a 2n sin nQt)
2
n=1
00

+

I:

n=1

(b 1 n cos

nQ

t + b 2 n sin nQt)

( 14)

a1n
a2n

=

( 17)
b1n
b2n

Knowine: A10 , A1 n' A2n' B1 0 , B1 n' B 2n' the
ste:cdy state responses uA and
can be
computed from equations ( 15).

'tV

However, in sumdng up the series given by
equations ( 15), care must be taken not to
ignore the important harmonics (not necessarily
the first few) which may contribute significantly to the components of motion. This can be
ensured by summing up the series (eguations (15))
beyond that value of n (say n = ns) for which
the coefficient matrix in equations (17) becomes
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CD

sin~lar or value of the determinant becomes
very small. Accordingly ns can be obtained as

ns = "

where p 1

v
/

= 2....

P1 +

rP2~

lkfy

(i.)2

+
Ify

2(}()

... 4P 2

z~ l<xx

(18)
+

=
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(l) Rotation about z.axis

\

. .:o

(w =52·4 radtans/sec)

\

-8

.Q

~;

Rotation about z-axis
(w =419 radians/ sec)

\

Q)

rd1 )Coupled sliding
r
(along x-axis)
d2 and rocking motion

\\ ®
\

''

(19)
0.._

2

If p 1 ... 4p 2 in equation (18) is negative, ns
can be taken as 1.
The summation of the ser ...
ies (equations (15)) should be carried out
beyond n = n , untill the series converges as
may be stipufR.ted by an ap'lropriate convereence
criterion, thus giving the coupled responses
uA and ty•
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The relevant equations of motion are given by
equations (3d) and (3e) and the analysis is
just similar to the coupled motion analysis
discussed in the ab0ve subsection (iii). Accordingly, followine the same steps indic~ted in
the above subsection, the final solut1ons can
be obtained by replacine x,y,u, zB by y, x, v,
-zB respectively whereever they occur in all
the equations of subsection (iii).
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8·0
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:::l

0c::
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and maximum responses in the various modes of
vibration have been presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
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A <lomputer program has been developed incorporating all the aspects of the analysis discussed
in the present investigation and some results
have been presented to illustrate the same.
Comnutations have been carried out for the eight
cylinder diesel eneine (turbocharged) power
generating set manufactured by M/s KIRI10SKAR
on, ENGINES LHH~'ED, PUNE, DIDIA. The assembly
is shown in Fig. 2. Some relevant details of
the enp;ine, generator set assembly, dynamic
forces and moments coming from the engine are
given in Appendix-!. Foundation block of the
shaDe of a rectangular p~rallelopiped W~th
dimensions a,b,c (along x, y, z respect1vely)
is considered. While a and b are taken as
2.00 and 5.985 meters, two values of thickness
c are considered for the analysis, (i) c=1.5
meters (ii) c=0.3 meters. The unit weight,):J
and Poisson';;! ratio, Y of the soil are taken
as 1700 kg/m) and 0.3 respectively. Results
have been obtained for a ranee of values of
shear of modulus of the soil_, G between
0.1 x 107 kgjm2 to 1.0 x 101 kg/m2 (medium to
dense soilsr. Frequency ratios rn and rd

......

CD

C1J

u
c::

''

-.

0

5. RESULTS

''

cr

0

- - C=0·3 meters
- - - C =1·5 meters

\

>u
c::

- -

0·4
X

-- ------7 0·6

10

0·8

1•0

Shear modulus ot soil G in kg/m 2

Fig. 4. Vari~tion of Frequency
Shear Modulus of S,-,il

Ratins with

As is evident from the dynamic load data of
the engine, (Appendix-I), only the thrP-e modes
of vibration of the machine-foundation-soil
system are of interest in this example namely
coupled sliding (~ong x:;-axis) and rocking
'
(about yo-axis) mot1on ano the rotation about
z ...axis. Here also, the dynR.mic moment about
z ...axis coming from the engine has two components with different periods (i.e.) the one due
to Mze with a frequency of 500 cycles per
minute (GU = 52.4 radianR/sec)and the second
due to Fxe with a frequency of 4000 cycles per
minute (G.)= 419 radian;:~/sec). As can be seen
from the Appendix-! all the dynamic forces and
moments are of a general nature and hence the
program carries out the analysis using Fourier
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series in all the modes of vibration as described in section 4.
6 • CO NC!UJS IONS

The versatality of the analysis is brought out
by illustrating the s~me in the case of a typical diesel engine installation for pov;er generation application. From the results presented
in Figs. 4 and 5, it can be seen that the thickness of the foundation block has higher influence both on the frequency ratios as well as on
the maximum responses at the combined C.G.in
the lower range of values of shear modulus, G
than in the higher range of G values. However,
it can also be seen from these figures that
increased thickness of the foundation block
does not necessarily improve the dynamic performance of the system. The analysis presented
is quite general and can be used successfully
for evaluating the responses of machine-foundation~oil systems of general nature.

APPENDIX-I

DET AHS OF THE MA:JHHTE ASSEMBLY
AND DYNAMIC LOAD DATA

The following data is provided by M/s. Kirloskar Oil Engines Limited, Pune, India.
Engine: Eight cylinder (Turbo--charged) diesel
engine manufactured by M/s. Kirloskar
Oil En~ines Limited, Pune, India.
Revolutions per minute (r.p .m) = 1000; Brake
horse power = 372.
Statie weights and coordinates of the C.G. of the
various units of the asser.J.bly with reference to
xc, y 0 , z 0 axes (Fig.1 and Fig. 2).
Sl.

No.
1
2
3
4

Unit

Weight
kg.

Diesel engine 3603
2445
A1. ternator
1500
3ase plate
2400abc
Foundation
block
( si?:e a x b x c)

y
X
meters meters

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

*

o.o
2.545
0.125
0.425

z
meters
0.3

o.o
-0.4~1

*

1)-1.546 for c=1.5m
ii)-0.946 for c=0.3m

The dynamic loads and moments comine at the
e.G. of the eneine Fxe'
Mze (as per the
convention shown in Fig. 1) are given below for
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various angles of the crank sha.ft for one cycle,
after which they repeat. Knowint; these values
and the coordinates of the e.G. of the engine
with reference to x, y, z-~xe1 passing through
the combined e.G. of the machine and foundation, the forcing fun.cti.Q..ns _9._t 4L the combined
e.G. (Fig.2), Fx, PY, Pz, ~· 11r, Ji!z can be
easily comnuted which are used in the analysis
(Section 4J.
Fxe (dynamic load along the x-axis in kg. acting at the e.G. of the engine as shown in
Fie. 1) is given below for various crank angles
in intervals of 5 degrees startint; from 0 degrees
to 90 degrees after which the cycle repeats
itself. Hence frequency of Fxe•u0: 419 radian&'
sec (4000 cycles/minute) and period L= 2n
= 0.015 sec.
6U
-375, -685, -1031, 1398, -1658, -1745, -1663,
-1483, -1216, -928, -648, -429, -242, -73, 41,
101,49, -123, -375.
Mve(dynamic moment about the y~s in kg. meters
ao"ting at the e.G. of the engine as shown in
Fip:. 1) is given below for various crank ane;les
in intervals of 5 degrees starting from 0 degrees
to 90 degrees after which the cycle repeats itself. Hence :frequency of ~1ye•w = 419 radi aJJs/sec
(4000 cycles/minute) and
period ~ = 2n/~
= 0,015 sec.
-28.3, -81·2, -141.3, -207.2, -253, -267.9,
-253.1, -221.9, -177.9, -132.3, -89.3, -56.7,
-27.1, 2.8, 26.6, 42.3, 39.4, 13.2, -28.3.
Mze (dynamic moment about the z-~is in kg.
meters acting at the e.G. of the engine as shovm
in FiP:. 1) is given below fo:r V'n'ious crank angles
in intervals of 5 degrees starting from 0 degrees
to 720 degrees after which the cycle repeats itself. Hence frequency of Mze• w = 52.4- radians/
sec (500 cycles/minute) and period-C= 2-rt/w=0.12 sec.
-51.5, 201.4, 480.7, 777.7, 1006.3,
1122.3, 1122.7, 1052.6, 924.3, 790.3, 660.1, 558.4,
478.1, 414.9, 372.5,341.6, 337.4, 361.0, 403.9, 4
460.5, 527.6, 602.1, 659.3, 684.7, 684.5, 673.6,
662.6, 674.3, 689.9, 691.3, 701.9, 726.6, 730.6,
697.2, 583.2, 379.4, 118.7, 182.1, -509.4, -854,
-1117.3, -1252.4,-1252.6, -1165.3, -1006.3, -836.1
.:.667.6, -537.3, -430.6, -337.4, -267.7, -213.7,
-195.8, -215.4, -258.8, -317.5, -384.6, -455.1,
489.2, -465.4, -388.7, -288.6, -155, 1.5, 155.1,
269.6, 373.6, 478.9, 542.2, 551.6, 448.4, 222.5,
-83.8, -448,-852,-1281,1,-1503.5,-1750.3,
-1721.3, -1586.8,-1362.8, -1125.2, -893.4, -713,
-565.5, -441.3, -357.5, -304.':), -319.5, 405.4,
-539.3, -707.1, ""898.9, -1105.5,-1257, -1313.2,
-1283.2,-1207.8, -1~00.6, -1008.3, -923.2,-846.4,
-789.3, -753,
-71:;.6, -660.5, -565.3, -423.8,
-2':>4, ·64.~. 1 ·8.1, 350.6, 520.2, 623.9, 653.':),
631.1, 568.9, ::;01.7, 434.3, 382.8, 343.1, 311,
282.8, 250.4, 213.7, 171, 123.4, 70.9, 13.3,
-48.3, -107.9, -153.1, -210, -245.7, -283, -335.':),
-388.4, -424.1, -461.1, -505.3, ~527p3 1 ·51<L'""',
-430.5, -26f' 0 , -51.5.

